Gloss is an attribute of visual appearance that originates from the geometrical distribution of the light reflected by the surface. We used the maximum likelihood difference scaling (MLDS) procedure (L. T. Maloney & J. N. Yang, 2003) to estimate gloss scales over an extended range. Observers' judgments were obtained for a series of 10 black, coated samples for two directions of illumination, in binocular and monocular vision. The results showed a nonlinear relation between gloss percept and instrumental specular gloss values. Sensitivity is higher at extreme scale values than in the middle. In binocular vision, the sensitivity to gloss is higher than in monocular vision exclusively for high gloss levels. Lastly, we found that gloss difference scales, when expressed in terms of the samples rather than the photometric characteristics, vary little with the direction of illumination. Gloss scaling thus seems to be independent of the geometrical variations of the luminous flux at the surface of the sample. By analogy with the term "color constancy," we call this property "gloss constancy."
Introduction
Objects that have identical shapes can be identified through surface visual attributes, such as color, texture, transparency, and gloss (Chubb, Olzak, & Derrington, 2001; Christie, 1986) . Of these, gloss has received the least attention, possibly because of the difficulties, until recently, of easily and adequately measuring and specifying the stimulus cues that generate this phenomenon. In 1984, the CIE introduced a major change in the definition of gloss. Gloss is "the mode of appearance by which reflected highlights of objects are perceived as superimposed on the surface due to the directionally selective properties of that surface" (CIE, 1987) . Thus, gloss is no longer considered as a purely physical property of the material and is clearly defined as a visual percept, a visual quantity associated with surfaces consequent to their geometrical properties.
Glossiness is a ubiquitous characteristic of surfaces in the natural world, and recent studies have emphasized its significance in surface perception and color constancy (D'Zmura & Lennie, 1986) . Given that gloss is a perceptual attribute, a full characterization of it will depend on both the particularities of the visual response to gloss and the underlying physics of the phenomenon. Indeed, the relation between the physical stimulus and perceived gloss is complex and not well understood. The aim of the present study is to quantify several aspects of the perception of gloss in relation to the physical stimulus.
From the physicist's viewpoint, gloss originates from an uneven geometrical light distribution reflected by the surface of an object, with an increased flux in the specular direction. In a seminal work that has had considerable influence on the design of industrial gloss measuring devices, Hunter (1975) described six types of gloss that he associated with different aspects of the interaction of surface geometry and light. Unfortunately, there is a tendency to confuse his terms, which are descriptions of the appearance of gloss, with the physical conditions which yield these descriptions. For example, devices to measure what he referred to as specular gloss, called "glossmeters," have been standardized (ISO 2813 (ISO , 1978 and are widely used in industry. Nevertheless, the limits of this measure have been recognized for a long time (Harrison, 1945) , and the tendency today is to exploit the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). The BRDF, however, is a function of five variables, and measuring it remains a difficult and timeconsuming task.
From a perceptual viewpoint, gloss is a qualitative appraisal, often ill-defined, because the different physical sources described by Hunter result in different types of gloss (e.g., contrast gloss, distinctness of image, etc.) (Hunter, 1975) . While BRDF measurements have become more rapid, thanks to their widespread applications in digital imagery, very few psychophysical studies have been carried out to quantify gloss.
Early studies by Hunter and Judd (1939) and Harrison and Poulter (1951) demonstrated that gloss perception depends not only on the quantity of light reflected in the specular direction, but also on the width of the specular peak. These authors recognized the multi-dimensional nature of gloss and the necessity of goniophotometric or BRDF measurements to characterize it adequately. Nevertheless, Billmeyer and O'Donnell (1987) , in a study to examine the perceptual dimensions of gloss, found one dimension to be sufficient to describe visual evaluations. In a multidimensional analysis of visual judgments on several limited series, they found the second dimension to be nonsignificant. In contrast, Ferwerda, Pellacini, and Greenberg (2001) , using digital images of balls presented in a realistic virtual environment and using a three-variable BRDF algorithm, found the appearance of gloss to require two dimensions. One of these dimensions seems to be similar to the "contrast gloss" and the second to the "distinctness of image," described by Hunter.
These previous studies indicate that the appearance of gloss depends not only on the specular luminous flux but also on the particular shape of the specular peak of the reflected light. Studies of the BRDF of surfaces (Glassner, 1995) indicate that the size and shape of the specular peak depend on the roughness of the surface, the refractive index of the material, and the direction of illumination (see Figure 2 ). Thus, we can ask how these factors influence the perception of gloss. In addition, the interaction of these factors with the direction of view suggests that perceived gloss may differ under monocular and binocular viewing (Harrison, 1945) , a possibility that has been little studied (Czepluch, 1976) . In the present study, we examine the relation of perceived gloss to the specular gloss and evaluate the influence of the direction of illumination and binocularity on this percept.
Equipment
A light booth was designed specifically for the experiment that allows precise positioning of the sample, the light source, and the observer.
Samples and specular gloss
We used a custom-prepared gloss series (3C Conseil), composed of 10 items of A6 (15 x 10.5 cm) black coated paper. The size of the samples was chosen according to the ASTM D4449 norm (ASTM D4449, 1990 ) that recommends using surface sizes from 7 to 30 cm wide and 14 to 40 cm long for visual examination.
The measurement of specular gloss for nonmetallic surfaces has been standardized for three particular incident angles (60°, 20°, and 85°). The specular gloss, expressed in gloss unit (gu), is given by the ratio of the flux reflected, in a given diaphragm centered on the specular direction at the surface of the sample to the flux reflected, in the same conditions, at the surface of a standard. The standard is commonly a piece of polished black glass having a refractive index n = 1.567 (Budde, 1980) . Specular gloss measurements at 60° were made using a Zethner glossmeter on the samples from four sets of the series to control isotropy and homogeneity of the samples. The specular gloss values measured from the series at 60° range from 1 to 90 gloss units (gu), as reported in Table 1 . Specular gloss values did not vary significantly from one set to another. Isotropy was assessed for each of the samples of the four sets by measuring specular gloss at five different positions. The variances of these measures are also listed in Table 1 Table 1 also shows that the values of specular gloss measured at 20° differ systematically from those collected at 60°. These values were found to range from 0.6 to 66.3 gu, with a considerably expanded scale for high glossy samples. Standarization is often performed with reference to the specular gloss at 60. This choice has posed difficulties in defining a meaningful gloss scale, in that industrial standards recommend variously one scale or the other to quantify matte or glossy samples without specifying what the link is between the two scales.
We have intentionally restricted our study to the quantification of the visual perception of gloss for a series of black samples, although we recognize that the surface color may be taken into account by the visual system to construct the gloss sensation (Ng et al., 2003; Mikula, Ceppan, & Vasko, 2003) . The advantage of using black samples is that it is primarily the surface reflection that is responsible for highlights perceived as superimposed on the surface. In the case of black samples, volume diffusion being absent, the observation of the highlights due to the surface reflection prevails. For this reason, black samples allow us to study accurately the sensitivity of the visual system to luminous variations linked to surface reflection. The booth is composed of a structure that allows control of the surroundings, a dedicated light, and support to manage the geometrical conditions of illumination and viewing. The design of the light booth was inspired by the ASTM D4449 (ASTM D4449, 1990) standard, which recommends a method for visual evaluation of gloss differences between surfaces of similar appearance.
Light booth
The lamp housing is fixed on a system that offers 5 deg of freedom (x, y, z, θ, and φ). The prop allows free and accurate positioning of the samples between the lamp and the observer. According to the angular configuration tested, it can be moved and tilted in the booth. Moreover, so that all the samples are seen in the same situation by observers, it was essential to ensure a fixed angle between pairs (see Figure 1 ). The observer's head was fixed by a chin-rest, which guaranteed that the visual direction was in the specular direction.
Experimental protocol

Maximum likelihood difference scaling
We used the technique of maximum likelihood difference scaling (MLDS) (Maloney & Yang, 2003) to estimate the evolution of perceived gloss as a function of the 10 samples of our gloss series. MLDS has been demonstrated to be a robust and reliable technique for estimating underlying perceptual scales. For example, it has been successfully applied in quantifying color differences along a line in tristimulus space (Maloney & Yang, 2003) and also for quantifying the perceived distortion of an image as a function of compression (Knoblauch, Charrier, Cherifi, Yang, & Maloney, 1998) .
In this procedure, an ordered sequence of four surfaces, i, j, k, and l, is sampled from the full set. These are presented to the observer as two pairs, (i, j), (k, l), one pair chosen randomly to be placed above the other. The observer's task is to select the pair whose elements display the greater difference in appearance. If the pair (i, j) is selected, the quadruplet is assigned the value R = 0, otherwise R = 1. With a collection of N stimuli, it is possible to present N!/((4)!(N -4)!) paired-comparisons. For example, for a collection of 10 samples, 210 nonoverlapping quadruplets can be formed.
It is assumed that each of the 4 stimuli, i, j, k, and l, generate in the observer a response indicated as ψ i , ψ j , ψ k, and ψ l, respectively. These perceptual values are unknown, but it is supposed that they satisfy
if and only if the pair (i, j) is judged to display a greater difference between its elements than the pair (k, l).
To estimate the underlying perceptual scale, it is assumed that the observer bases his judgments on a decision variable, ∆, computed from the underlying sensory responses to each of the physical samples as
(2)
When ∆ > 0, the observer selects the pair (i, j), otherwise the other pair. The MLDS procedure permits the estimation of a perceptual scale that predicts the relative magnitudes of differences between pairs. With ψ 0 and ψ 9 fixed at values of 0 and 1, respectively, the values ψ i , i = 1 -8 are estimated by maximizing the likelihood,
where Φ is the cumulative normal distribution function, q = ijkl and s is the standard deviation of the observer's judgments. Including the value of s, 9 parameters in total are estimated based on the 210 judgments. In practice, the logarithm of the likelihood is computed and its negative minimized. All calculations were performed in the Matlab computing environment. The log likelihood was subsequently used to test differences between the estimated scales for different conditions using a nested hypothesis test (Hoel, 1984) . In short, the log likelihoods were compared under two hypotheses, that a single perceptual scale sufficed to describe both conditions (9 parameters) or that a different perceptual scale was necessary for each condition (m × 9 parameters, where m is the number of conditions). The test can be described as where l i is the log likelihood under the hypothesis of a single perceptual scale, i = 0, or multiple perceptual scales, i = 1, and the difference is distributed as χ 2 with 9 (m − 1) deg of freedom.
Experiments
Six observers completed the experiments. All had better than 12/10 corrected visual acuity.
The goal of these experiments is to quantify gloss to be able to relate the perception of gloss and the reflection of light at the surface of the material. The geometrical distribution of the light reflected at the surface is completely described by the BRDF. For black surfaces, for which there is no volume diffusion, the BRDF contains a unique peak called the specular peak ( Figure 2) . The height and shape of this peak depend on both intrinsic parameters of the surface and on the direction of illumination (Obein, Leroux, & Viénot, 2000) . We study the evolution of the perception of gloss in conditions where the surface finish, the directions of illumination, and observation are controlled.
The sensitivity of the visual system to intrinsic parameters of gloss was tested in each experiment by estimating the perceptual scale for the 10 samples of the gloss series. The "gloss difference scale" is obtained by presenting 210 different quadruplets to the observer. The samples are fixed on two sliding boards. Each board contains five adjacent samples.
The operator slides the boards in front of the observer (Figure 3 ). Two boards of five samples shifted in parallel behind a window allow the observer to perform four comparisons. The sequence of the quadruplets on the boards was predetermined according to a randomization procedure. At the beginning of each session, the starting board is chosen at random. The boards are then presented in their numbered order.
While the system of boards enables us to save time, the sequence is not entirely random. From the notation of Figure 3 , it can be seen that quadruplet B always falls between A and C. In addition, A and B always have two common samples. For each configuration, four repetitions were performed to allow repeatability to be tested. These repetitions also permit a further randomization. The boards presented at the top in session one are moved to the bottom in session two. This procedure is repeated in sessions three and four, but furthermore, the boards are rotated by 180°. After the four sessions, an observer has made 840 judgments based on 4 x 210 quadruplets, none of which are presented in the same configuration.
Responses of the observers were hand-recorded by the operator. A session lasted about 45 min. For each quadruplet, the observer responded to the question, "Which pair exhibits the larger difference?" The observer was permitted to reconsider his decision after having responded. Response time was neither limited nor recorded. The MLDS method was used to estimate a gloss difference scale based on the observer's responses. The scale was fixed at 0 for the most matte and 1 for the glossiest samples.
We tested the influence of the direction of illumination by using two different angles of incidence of the light on the samples: 20° and 60°. These two values were chosen to match standard specular gloss measurements at 20° and 60°. To test the hypothesis that binocular vision plays a role in gloss perception, judgments at 20° and 60° incident light were carried out under both binocular and monocular conditions. Monocular tests were performed using the dominant eye.
Results and discussion
In brief, visual observations were obtained for four different configurations: 20°/binocular (20B), 20°/monocular (20M), 60°/binocular (60B), and 60°/monocular (60M). For each configuration, four repetitions were performed to test statistical repeatability and to improve accuracy of the gloss difference scales obtained.
The evolution of the gloss sensation for 60° specular gloss
The estimated perceptual gloss scales in binocular vision at 60° incident illumination angle (60B configuration) for six observers are shown in Figure 4 . In this configuration, observers are in the same position as the detector of the glossmeter.
For all observers, perceived gloss increases monotonically with the specular gloss values. Nevertheless, the relation is nonlinear. The curves seem to display three segments, which we have named matte, intermediate, and high gloss (Figure 4a ).
Over the matte region, less than 30 gu, the slope and, thus, the visual sensitivity to changes in gloss unit (gu) are very high. When these samples are viewed in the specular direction, the highlight seems to fill the whole surface. The samples in the matte region mimic grey samples that would become lighter as the gloss index increases. This observation could explain why the curve over the matte region follows a shape similar to that of the lightness response curve of the human observer (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982) .
In the high gloss region, over 70 gu, the slope of the visual response also increases steeply. In this region, the image of the source is clearly visible, and the observer can judge the distinctness of the image (DOI) of the fluorescent tubes. Note that the slope in this region seems to vary between observers.
In the intermediate range, between 30 and 70 gu, the visual response is almost linear and the sensitivity is at its lowest value. This section can be considered either as the junction between two domains, or perhaps as a domain by itself. It is possible that the observer identifies the images of the two tubes and bases his judgment on the spatial contrast between the highlights and the background.
The profiles obtained are similar to the ASTM D523 (ASTM D523, 1989). The compression in the matte region agrees with the one-third exponent proposed by Ferwerda et al. (2001) . With one exception, our results agree with those in the literature based on other scaling techniques. For example, Hunter and Judd (1939) and Harrison and Poulter (1951) asked subjects to arrange sets of closely spaced glossy samples in order. They obtained scales based on the average ranks across observers. The idea is that over a range for which perceived gloss changes slowly, there will AM60Bx AM20Bx
TP60Bx TP20Bx Figure 5 . Gloss difference scales obtained by three observers with 60° geometry (orange symbols) and 20° geometry (blue symbols). The abscissa represents specular gloss (log scale) readings on a calibrated glossmeter.
be more differences between observers in the assigned ranks. In this case, the means across these levels will be similar, whereas when gloss changes rapidly, there will be fewer individual differences and the ranks will change more rapidly. When normalized between 0 and 1, Judd and Hunter's scale resembles ours. Harrison and Poulter did not test matte surfaces, but their results resemble ours in the intermediate domain. In contrast, our gloss scales differ considerably from those obtained by Billmeyer and O'Donnell (1987) . They speculate that the peculiar curvature in their data can be attributed to their psychophysical method which employed anchor-pairs as comparisons.
MLDS gives equal weight to each sample. In addition, scales are obtained on individual observers, permitting the study of individual differences.
The results of Ferwerda et al. were based on synthesized images and a model of surface reflectance. This approach should be viewed as complementary to ours based on real stimuli. While our approach does not provide the flexibility offered by digital imagery (Fleming, Dror, & Adelson, 2003) to generate and present stimuli, the responses, based on real stimuli, do not depend on a specific BRDF algorithm nor were our stimuli limited by the gamut of the display.
Influence of the direction of illumination on the perception of gloss
Gloss scales were obtained for samples illuminated and viewed from two different directions, 20° and 60°. The gloss difference scales obtained by three observers, using binocular vision for these two viewing conditions, are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the specular gloss measured for each respective geometrical configuration.
At first glance, the curves for the two viewing angles appear to evolve differently as a function of specular gloss. The differences in shape might be taken to suggest that observers scale gloss differently for the two different configurations. The non-monotonic change in the lateral separation of the curves, however, is governed by the values in Table 1 . Observers, in fact, scale the stimuli from the two configurations in a remarkably similar fashion, as illustrated in Figure 6 , in which the scale values are replotted in terms of the physical sample numbers rather than their physical characteristics. Similar results were found for all observers.
Such an apparent gloss constancy would be understandable if the change of viewing geometry scaled the specular gloss by a constant. In that case, a simple normalization by the maximum specular gloss with a scaling by the AM60Bx AM20Bx
FV60Bx FV20Bx Figure 6 . Gloss difference scales obtained by three observers with 60° geometry (orange symbols) and 20° geometry (blue symbols). The abscissa indicates the ordinal number of sample in the series.
range of gloss values would produce identical scales. The complex change in specular gloss with viewing angle would prevent such a rescaling strategy from being effective (even before considering the nature of a mechanism capable of performing such a transformation). Replotting the data as a function of the absolute luminance of the specular peak does not account for the differences in the scales, either.
The results suggest that observers integrate information from sources other than the luminous flux reflected by the samples because the flux varies significantly when the incident angle is modified, yet observers classify samples with respect to each other similarly, independently of the incident angle. In other words, observers behave as if they were sensitive to intrinsic parameters of the samples.
We tested whether a single scale would suffice to describe the scales obtained for the two viewing configurations. The results shown in Table 2 reject this strong hypothesis for four of the observers at a level p < .001. Nevertheless, the similarity of the scales with viewing condition given the differences in the physical stimuli, from Table 1 , is striking. Thus, in what follows, we will plot the visual gloss judgments as a function of the specular gloss measurements at 60°, even if the judgments were obtained at 20°.
From the definition of color constancy to the definition of gloss constancy
In everyday life, the spectral distributions of light that illuminate our environment continually vary. We breakfast in winter under incandescent lamps; we travel in daylight and work under fluorescent tubes. Changes in the illuminant light spectrum modify the trichromatic values of the light reaching our eyes from surfaces. Both the physical and the colorimetric specifications change. Nevertheless, the colors of the objects around us appear invariable. The phenomenon of "color constancy" has long been known. Helmholz proposed in the 19th century that our perception of color is performed by inferring the illumination (Helmholtz, 1867 (Helmholtz, /1962 . Recent studies have focused on analyzing the mechanisms mediating color constancy (Brainard & Wandell, 1986; Maloney & Wandell, 1986; Viénot, 1998) .
Our results demonstrate that the gloss difference scales obtained in the 60° and 20° configurations are nearly identical. Thus, although the reflected luminous flux varies considerably from one geometry to another, it seems that the visual system compensates for these variations (Obein, Knoblauch, Chrisment, & Viénot, 2002) . Our results provide evidence for "gloss constancy," a property that is in the geometrical domain analogous to "color constancy" in the spectral domain. As an observer is able to assign a color to a sample in spite of the variations of the spectral distribution of the light, he evaluates differences in gloss level between a pair of samples similarly, in spite of the variations of the geometrical distribution of the light. This phenomenon was already alluded to in a study by Nishida and Shinya (1998) on the ability to recover surface reflectance properties from shading patterns of surfaces and by Fleming et al. (2003) in their work on human surface reflectance estimation according to the statistics of illumination. Both used images displayed on a CRT. Nishida and Shinya suggest that observers obtain constancy on the basis of similarities in the surface luminance histogram across viewing angles, while Fleming et al. propose that constancy requires "typical" real world statistics of the illumination. Our findings using real surfaces, for which the surface luminance distributions are not limited by the gamut of the display and for which the changes are complex with direction (as shown in Figure 2 ), complement these earlier studies that exploited simulated images on a CRT.
In a world in which the stimulus for vision is constantly in flux and subject to multiple interpretations, gloss constancy mechanisms would play a similar role as that of other constancy mechanisms, to compensate for these variations in the construction of a stable and coherent representation of the surround world (Blake & Bulthoff, 1990; Le Rohellec, 1999) .
Influence of binocular vision on the perception of gloss
The contribution of binocular vision to gloss perception has frequently been raised in the literature. A classic hypothesis is that retinal disparity plays a role in the perception of gloss (Harrisson, 1945; Czepluch, 1976; Seve, 1993) . However, it is easy to verify that one can judge the gloss of a surface with one eye closed. Thus, to answer this question, it seems necessary to quantify accurately the evolution of gloss perception in binocular and monocular vision.
Observations were collected at two angular configurations with binocular and monocular vision. Differences between the scales, thus, originate only from the mode of vision. Examples of the scales obtained are shown in Figure 7 . The monocular scale is positioned systematically above the binocular scale. The monocular curve rises more steeply than the binocular curve except between the highest two values. Such a result suggests that binocular factors play an important role mainly in the judgment of high gloss val- Observers have reported that to judge these highly glossy samples, their criterion is based on the DOI, or inversely, its loss of sharpness. Visually, this could lead to a change in performance, as indicated in Figure 7 . This interpretation is consistent with our suggestion concerning the shape of the gloss scale: On very glossy samples, the judgment is based exclusively on the DOI.
Standard observer
By construction, the series of samples that we used was manufactured according to a controlled industrial process and permits a one-dimensional scaling only. Interestingly, due to gloss constancy, the observer discounts changes of illumination and viewing conditions and makes a unique gloss judgment. This allows a comparison between observers, for all observations realized in a given mode of vision (binocular or monocular).
In Figure 8 , we have plotted all gloss difference scales obtained in binocular vision. Although we have no explanation of the source of inter-observer variability, note that the reproducibility of each observer's gloss scale is high. The gloss scales derived with our six observers, calculated from 10,080 paired-comparisons, show similar tendencies, thus opening the possibility of defining a simple onedimensional gloss scale.
The gloss difference scale of the « mean » observer shows, as for each observer, an increasing sensitivity in the matte and in the high gloss domain, while minimizing inter-individual variations. The interpretation of the shape of this curve seems important. It accounts for the average evo-lution of the gloss sensation with respect to a series of black gloss samples, that is with respect to the factor known as "surface reflection," which is probably the most critical factor for gloss sensation. Plotted as a function of the specular gloss at 60°, the curve offers to manufacturers a link between the glossmeter measurement and the gloss sensation. Specular gloss being usually controlled, such a curve could be used to specify the design of a uniform gloss scale. Such a material scale could serve as a useful standard to quantify the gloss level of a surface according to its perceptual characteristics. Plotted according to other factors, necessarily intrinsic to the surface (because of the phenomenon of gloss constancy), such as the surface roughness or the refractive index, it would open the door to new studies for determining which parameters are coded and integrated by the visual system to construct the sensation of gloss.
Conclusion
Using a psychophysical approach, we quantified the evolution of gloss perception along a particular gloss scale that presents 10 levels of specular gloss value approximately regularly distributed between 0 and 100 gloss units. Visual estimations were obtained in binocular and monocular vision, and under two different directions of illumination (20° and 60°). We found that the relation between gloss sensation and specular gloss value is nonlinear. The human observer is more sensitive to variations in the matte and the high glossy regions. Comparison of gloss difference scales obtained in monocular and binocular modes of vision shows that the sensitivity of the observers is improved in binocular vision mainly for the judgment of very glossy samples. We hypothesize that observers use binocular indices when the judgment can be assimilated to a DOI judgment. Gloss difference scales obtained under two different illuminations are very similar. This result indicates that in constructing the perception of gloss, the visual system is able to compensate for luminous flux variations due to a change in angle of illumination and to maintain an invariable gloss percept, typical of the sample itself. In analogy with the term "color constancy," this phenomenon could be called "gloss constancy." Specular highlights are thought to play an important role in color constancy. Several authors have hypothesized that highlights provide the reference stimuli on which color constancy computations are based (D'Zmura & Lennie, 1986; Yang & Maloney, 2001; Yang & Shevell, 2001; Yang & Shevell, 2003) . Usually, images from computer graphics gain photorealism when gloss is accurately depicted. To display veridical images of the scene, the calculation of color at every point of the scene takes into account the geometry of the light rays. Conversely, when the correspondence between color and light geometry is violated, an erroneous color is attributed to objects (Bloj, Kersten, & Hurlbert, 1999) .
To build a stable representation of the environment, numerous constancy mechanisms are required, including color and gloss constancy. Objects are recognized in part through their surfaces. Cues extracted from the luminance distribution of an image must be exploited for identifying surfaces. Coherence between indices related to color and gloss ought to be conserved as the spectral and geometrical distribution of the illumination is varied (Fleming et al., 2003) . If otherwise, it would likely interfere with the robustness of surface recognition.
